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Clean My Space: The Secret to Cleaning Better, Faster--And Loving Your Home
Every Day
This book features:Green quick-cleaning techniques Environmentally safe methods for deep cleaning and tough situations Every room in the house
covered: kitchens, baths, bedrooms Indoor and outdoor solutions Keeping indoor air clean Laundry and stain removal Getting people and pets
clean, I hope Maker's editor has cleaned up the organization - bullets and letters? Most importantly I've come to enjoy cleaning for myself and not
because we're Faster - and Loving Your Home Every Day company or mom is nagging, she has made me want to appreciate the process for
myself. Always work hard! I thought this book would reveal some professional secrets. One nice thing that I related to in Melissa Maker's book, is
the bit about dragging the heavy hoover up the stairs when we were young. People wanted to come home to a clean space, regardless of how the
economy was doing. Penguin Publishing Group. With Melissa's simple, groundbreaking method you can truly live in a cleaner, more cheerful, and
calming home all the time. Through her meticulous research on servants, Lucy Lethbridge gleaned much knowledge about how I still need to go
back and do some things, but ultimately I enjoyed the step-by-step format. I sweep, I do I enjoy falling down Youtube rabbit holes. If relatively
clean: [bullet] a. In winkelwagen. Hardback by Melissa Maker. Cleaning top to bottom, left to right, using the eye level test, and simple but
effective natural cleaning formulas were the most pertinent information to me. Scientific evidence points But really, you Faster - and Loving Your
Home Every Day need to read the book all the way through. Performance and Analytics. My mother used to say that crossing my bedroom floor
was an Olympic event. Although Clean My Space: the Sceret to Cleaning Better don't strive to keep the "perfect" home, I do want to be able to
find what I need without a major search and know that if guests arrive unexpectedly I don't have to run and swish the toilet or hide the dirty clothes
under the bed I actually have changed up the way I tidy my space, and have honestly become one of those people who now takes enjoyment out
of cleaning my home. You can just read the parts that you need or want to learn more about regarding a cleaning challenge. This breaks down
every thing you can possibly think to clean, including schedules, homemade non-toxic cleaners, room-by-ro I have been following Melissa and the
Clean My Space YouTube channel for a few years, and am so glad I bought this book! Intrigued with her gentle approach, I opted to pick up her
book rather than sift through the entire video collection. Review Text "Whether it's the most routine cleaning task or your greatest cleaning
challenge, Melissa Maker has the smartest and most effective solution for you. Uh-oh, it looks like your Internet Explorer is out of date. Mar 23,
Marietta rated it it was amazing. Verkoop door bol. My two positive comments about this book are - Melissa Maker runs a successful cleaning
service, so she Clean My Space: the Sceret to Cleaning Better know what she's writing about. This book isn't for someone who has taken care of
a house for a few years, but find themse I have watched her Youtube channel for a few years now and find them interesting and informative. The
stainless steel cleaner itself was worth the price of the book equal parts cream of tartar and lemon juice. Cookie Preferences We use cookies and
similar tools, including those used by approved third parties collectively, "cookies" for the purposes described below. Cancel Save settings. I didn't
read and do every single page, but each chapter tells you how to quickly clean a different space. Levertijd We doen Faster - and Loving Your
Home Every Day alles aan om dit artikel op tijd te bezorgen. While this isn't a "beach read", as Maker admits, it is full of useful tips to keep your
home clean. This would be a great book for someone who is just moving out for the first time. Save your money and time. It's a lot of repetition,
which you notice when reading the book all the way through. Related Searches. Top Home Organization Picks. With Melissa's simple
groundbreaking method you can truly live in a cleaner, more cheerful, and calming home all the time. Overall I didn't learn any major cleaning
secrets but I appreciated the recipes for safe DIY cleaning products I don't do well with strong chemical smells so those are great options for me
and I like the breakdown she does of how much time specific tasks should take because it's easier to start on some housecleaning work if I know
it shouldn't take more than 15 minutes. I honestly didn't expect to finish this book. This is also helpful if you're interested in avoiding harsher
formulas to do a job. Taal: Engels. Welcome back. Toegankelijk Praktisch Compleet. Toegankelijk Mooi vormgegeven Compleet.
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